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Overview

� The arguments for quantised black holes

¡ Hints from quasi-normal modes (QNMs)

� Connection to information loss paradox

� E�ective theory for relaxation by spontaneous emission

¡ The role of Generalised Second Law of Thermodynamics



Why quantise Black Holes?

If we can't qualise Gravity make conjectures about its microscopic excitations.
Bekenstein's conjecture

� Area A should be quantised

� There should be a creation operator to create the quantised BH out of a
�vacuum�

The algebra of observables (apologies about notation detail)



Adiabatic quantisation

Barvinsky Das and Kunstatter
Introduce PM conjugate to mass M

Using the periodicity of PM, conclude that it is possible to factorise the Area
formula into

Then



The creation and destruction operators

Das Ramadevi UAY (2003) reconcile the approaches of Bekenstein and Adia-
batic quantisation.

Common feature � equi-spaced spectrum of mass values.
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� A suggestive formula

¡ � is not determined from the postulates used

¡ The �zero point� number 1

2
is also not fundamental

� The P , P y as relevant only to a 1-Black Hole sector and not meant to
create and destroy Black Holes.

� The possibility of a �remnant� Black Hole is open.



Area spectrum from Quasi-Normal Modes

Oscillation modes of macroscopic BH were considered by Regge and Wheeler
(1956)
Substantial clari�cation of gauge choices etc by Vishveshwara (1970)
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� a parameter related to l.
The frequencies are intrinsically complex and need clever tricks to calculate.
Nollert (1993), in the limit of large n found
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Hod (1998) observes that 0.0437123= ln3/(8�). From this he deduces the front
constant in the BH area formula

An=(4 ln 3)nlP2

where lP2 =(~G/c3).



Note since the formula concerns the highly excited sector, zero point value is
not considered.

Kunstatter (2002) generalises the formula to BH in arbitray number of dimen-
sions.
Also advances the claim : the front factor contains ln(m) in any dimensions,
where m is a positive integer, to accord with Entropy as counting the number
of available states.



Information loss paradox

Unruh and Wald assessment (2017)

� �Loss�=(i) Failure of proba-
bility conservation or (ii) Pure
states evolving into mixed

� (i) dangerous (ii) palatable

¡ (ii) depends on �evolve�
� choice of Cauchy sur-
face.

� Violation of energy conserva-
tion is not inevitable

History of Casualties to General Covariance : Runge-Lenz vector; local energy
conservation; global de�nition of energy; topology of spacetime ...



Alternatives to information loss (Unruh Wald)

� Fuzzballs (Mathur); Firewalls (Polchinski et al)

¡ dubbed �Extremely radical�

¡ imply modi�cations to known laws even far from the Planck scale.

� Remnant � retaining all the correlations

¡ can be inert �> becomes irrelevant to discussion

¡ interacting �> very unusual thermodynamics

� Final burst � cataclysmic, but not impossible (toy examples Unruh et al)

We shall consider excited states of the Remnants, bursting or not.



Entanglement entropy

� Black Hole thermodynamics + Hawking radiation
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� Reduction in area due to Hawking radiation �> Reduction in entropy of
Black Hole �> Creation of entropy of the radiation

� Generalised Second Law � take Area into Entropy considerations

¡ Entropy being proportional to area �> Holography

¡ Interpretation as Enganglement Entropy



AdS-CFT as a theorist's laboratory

Holzhey Larsen Wilczek (1994); Calabrese, Cardy; Ryu, Takayanagi (post 1997)

� Calabrese Cardy

¡ boundary dependence of entanglement

¡ Quantum Quench �> Entanglement Entropy in non-equilibrium
setting



Relaxation of the quantised Black Hole

For �quasiclassical theory� ( QFT in curved spacetime), entropy of Hawking
radiation balances the Area entropy
What happens in �semiclassical� theory when a quantised Black Hole undergoes
�sudden jumps�?

A conservative proposal

! E�ective QFT : construct an interaction Hamiltonian using local opera-
tors consistent with all the symmetries

! Analogy with the quench picture

! The emitted particles must carry away Entropy

¡ assume a mixed state emission

¡ compute von Neumann (Shannon) entropy

Recall
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Now couple a matter �eld with modes �y=
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to the area destruction
operator P .

A general e�ective coupling of this kind is, for example

k determines the number of matter particles created.
Note higher order terms like P 2 are suppressed by powers of MPl, but Dk are
all comparable.



Let the density matrix of the emitted particles be of the form
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where Ck are real weightage factors, making this a mixed state of inde�nite
particle number.

This amounts to starting with unperturbed Black Hole and matter particle
vacuum and then turning on the �quenching� by Aint. This gives the �ampli-
tude� to create k particles to be

hn¡ 1; k jAintjn; 0i=DkCk
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Example 1 : suppose all Dk�1 and that the matrix element is the same for any
of the k. So Ck� 1/ k!

p
. This gives a coherent state of the outgoing particles,

but in that case,
S
f
=¡�

f
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f
� 0

This is generic of a semi-classical state (Fiola, Preskill, Strominger and Trivedi
(1994)), and von Neumann entropy vanishes.



But this would contradict the Generalised Second Law, as the Black Hole area
and hence the entropy would reduce, but no entropy would be created in the
emitted particle sector.

Example 2 : If all the Ck=1/ N
p

then
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jCkj2ln jCkj2= lnN

In order to ensure,

�SBH+�S
f
> 0

we get a lower bound on the number of particles to be emitted.
�SBH=¡2�)N >e2�.

These simple examples suggest that in the e�ective QFT of Black Hole relax-
ation, the coe�cients Dk and the �nal state weightages Ck

2 will be constrained
by the Generalised Second Law of thermodynamics.



Caveat :

� Thermal state (Hawking e�ect) is CPT invariant

¡ Being a stationary state, admits the notion of Entropy

� No such principle in the emission of �nite number of particles

� We now need to expand the meaning :
Generalised Entropy
= Thermodynamic entropy (Bekenstein)
+ Entanglement entropy for quasiclassical (Bekenstein-Hawking) case
+ von Neumann entropy semi-classical (microscopic BH) case



Conclusions

� In lieu of a QFT of Gravity we may study directly the microscopic Black
Holes as a testing ground

� QNMs of macroscopic Black Holes provide useful hints

� Popular proposal (Hod-Kunstatter) An=8lP
2 ln3 �n for large n

� Macro Black Holes besought by Information loss paradox

¡ Need to construct the micro-BH conjectures consistently

� Here we venture into relaxation mechanism; E�ective Field Theory as a
guide

� Generalised Second Law as a constraint

¡ Emitted particles must be in mixed state and their von Neumann
Entropy needs to be included in GSL

�> Thanks page
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